10 Reading A-Z Spanish Resources You Should Be Using

1. **Spanish Leveled Books**
   1,000+ Spanish translated leveled books, quizzes, worksheets, and discussion cards, to support dual-language instruction.
   Located under the Resources tab > Spanish > Spanish Leveled Books

2. **Multilevel Authentic Spanish Books**
   Books offered at multiple reading levels, written in Spanish by authors from Spanish speaking countries.
   Located under the Resources tab > Spanish > Authentic Spanish Books

3. **Spanish Benchmark Passages**
   Leveled Spanish passages, with accompanying running records and Quick Checks, to use to determine a student’s instructional reading level.
   Located under the Resources tab > Spanish > Benchmark Passages

4. **Spanish Close Reading Packs**
   Resources in Spanish to teach 21st century skills, including critical thinking, collaboration, and communication.
   Located under the Resources tab > Spanish > Close Reading Packs

5. **Spanish Songs and Rhymes**
   Authentic Spanish books that focus on traditional songs and rhymes, to help students develop fluency and comprehension.
   Located under the Resources tab > Spanish > Canciones y Rimas

Learning A-Z is a leading education technology company dedicated to improving literacy and providing the support teachers need. Each of our products comes with complimentary training and support services. Contact us at sales@learninga-z.com or 866-889-3731 to learn more.
6. Spanish Foundational Skills
Books, assessments, flashcards, and practice sheets designed to build foundational skills, including high-frequency words, alphabet, and letter formation.
Located under the Resources tab > Spanish > Foundational Skills

7. Spanish Summer School Theme Packs
Skill-based differentiated instruction that can be adapted to any dual-language or bilingual summer school setting.
Located under the Resources tab > Spanish > Summer School Theme Packs

8. Spanish Math Books
Spanish translated books to combine math and literacy instruction.
Located under the Resources tab > Spanish > Math Books

9. Spanish Graphic Organizers
Collections of graphic organizers for primary and intermediate grades, to support comprehension in all subject areas, languages, and levels of learning.
Located under the Resources tab > Spanish > Graphic Organizers

10. Spanish Serial Books
Spanish book series, featuring favorite characters and predictable formats, to capture imaginations and scaffold reading instruction.
Located under the Resources tab > Spanish > Fiction Series